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GAME DESCRIPTION 

This is a 2 player turn based strategy game based on the adventures of Dr. Whodis, a time captain who 
protects time from being manipulated by the evil Garleks by using his fantastic blue box spaceship 
known as the L.A.R.D.I.S (Lifetime And Relative Dimension In Space.) one player controls the good 
doctor and is trying to navigate him to the center of the map where his trusty LARDIS is located so he 
can make a daring escape. The other player controls two of the evil Garleks attempting to thwart the 
doctor’s escape by exterminating him. Each turn one player can move as many spaces they see fit in one 
direction. The player controlling the Garleks can only move one of his characters at a time. The game 
ends when either the Garleks make contact with the Doctor or the Doctor makes contact with his 
LARDIS. 

Glossary 

Dr. Whodis- The last of the time captains sworn to protect history from all of those who would try to  
         change it. 
The Garleks- A genetically created race bent on the destruction of all life that they deem impure. Which  
          is everything that is not Garlek. They live in trashcan like robotic bodies and can kill upon           
          contact with life. 
The LARDIS- A spaceship with the capabilities of time travel. LARDIS is an acronym for Lifetime And      
          Relative Dimension In Space. 

Target Audience 

 
The Target Audience for this game would be ages 10 and up and aimed at all fans of science fiction and 
strategy games. 
help us define our scope. Most actual people belong to multiple target groups. For example, you may be 
an RPG and strategy game player, but you would not play D&D because it is a strategy game, and you 
would not play Risk because it is an RPG.  
 

Number of Players 

This is a 2 player game 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRELIMINARY DESIGN – ASSIGNMENTS 2.1 AND 2.2 

Outline 

Goals: 
 - Player two make it to center of the board where Lardis is located 
 - Player one make contact with player two 
 - Game ends when either player reaches assigned goal 
Rules: 
 - Player movement is restricted to up, down, left, and right. No diagonal movement is allowed.     
   distance moved is not limited but players can only move in one direction per turn. 
 - Walls are established on map by white brick squares. The players cannot pass through these    
    and must stop movement upon forward contact with them. 
 - Player two controls Doctor Whodis and their goal is to reach the LARDIS. 
 - Player one controls the two Garlek pieces and their goal is to make contact with Doctor   
   Whodis. 
 - Player two moves first. 
 - After player two moves player one selects one of their pieces to move than moves accordingly. 
 - turns continue to rotate until either player two is makes it to the LARDIS or Player one makes  
   contact with player two 
 - The game ends when one of the players achieves their goal. 
 - A draw occurs if both players have 50 turns and neither accomplish their goal 
Actions: 
 - Players select location to host game. 
 - Players flip coin to decide player roles. 
 - Player one moves their piece 
 - Player two moves one of their pieces 
 - Winning the game by achieving their respective goal first. 
Transitions: 
 -Beginning and ending. 
 -Setup: Player roles assigned. 
 -Game is over when one of the players achieve their goals. 
Items: 
 - Game board. 
 - Coin. 
 - Player pieces (Doctor Whodis piece and two Garlek pieces). 
 - Player one. 
 - Player two. 
 -45 one inch wall blocks 
Setup: 
 -Two people: Decide player one and player two role with a coin flip. 
 -Set up game board. 
 -Play. 



 

Flowchart 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Meaningful Action Analysis (MAA) 

 
- Players select location to host game.   Players Decide where to play 
 Not meaningful 
 
 
- Players flip coin to decide player roles.                This action is meaningful because depending on what 
 Meaningful    role the player selects their goal and strategy to achieve 
      it is different 
 
- Player one moves their piece 
 Meaningful     The player has to outsmart and out maneuver their  
       opponent in order to win 
 
- Player two moves one of their pieces 
 Meaningful     The player has to outsmart and out maneuver their  
       opponent in order to win 
 
 
- Winning the game by achieving their respective goal first. 
 Not meaningful 
      This is decided by the players earlier actions and is not  
      a choice made but rather a result of previous choices 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Board Design 

 

 
   

Component Pieces 

-Game board 
-2 Garlek pieces 
-1 Doctor Whodis piece  
-1 Lardis Piece 
-1 coin 
-45 one inch wall blocks 
 

DETAILED DESIGN & TESTING – ASSIGNMENT 3 

Play Testers Stage 1 

I used 1 person as a play tester for this stage of my game. My grandfather, Donald Wehking is an 83-
year-old male who has been playing board games for most of his life. He would be part of my target 
audience because of his age and love of classic board games.  

Test Stage 1 Results 

Game 1 



    The game starts out fairly simple and the rules were easy to understand  
    for my elderly opponent. 

   At this point I started to notice that the doctor moving first seems to  
     have an advantage. 

   This game ended rather quickly because of the doctor advantage I  
     noticed in the last few rounds of turns. Some balancing will be required 

Game 2 

 In this game we switched player roles so both of us can get a feel for  
    both sides of gameplay. 

 We both agreed at this point it is much more difficult to play as the  
    Garleks. They have an inherent disadvantage when moving second so  
    much more strategy is required on their end to stay in the game. 

 We both noticed at this point that the map was to open at the north  
    and south ends of the goal point. Leaving to much room to maneuver  



    creating endless loops of repetition with no ground being gained by  
    either player. 
Game 3 

  We came across another endless loop here. Level layouts will need to  
      be slightly altered to prevent this issue 

 I intially wanted to block off this area of the map, the starting point of  
    the Garleks but after noticing my grandfather using it as an escape route 
    from the endless loop I decided to keep in it tack for those creative  
    enough to utilize it. 

 Going into enemy terrority did not pay off for my grandfather this time  
    but I can see how it could be a clever escape in future games played 

Test Stage 1 Reflection 

A. The first negative issue we encountered was the clear advantage the player who selects the Doctor 
has. If planned out effectively or if the other player makes a mistake in the early rounds of the game that 
player can win within their first 10 moves. The second negative issue noticed was with the map layout 
itself. There are too many open spaces in certain areas that create endless repetition loops for the 
players to exploit creating a draw. The first positive comment was the noticeable amount of strategy 
needed to be competitive at this game. If you don’t plan your moves in advance you will lose quickly. 
The second positive comment I got was the ease of the rules to be understood. It took no explanation 
from me on how to play the game once the rules were read.  
B. The first negative issue was a very good point about the doctor character having a clear advantage. I 
will change this rule for my second test to see if the game is more balanced. The second negative issue 
was also a good point; the layout needs some minor changes to help balance the game. The first positive 
comment I got was about to required use of strategy needed to be successful in the game, I am glad that 
was noticed because I wanted to make a game where mistakes were not forgiven so advanced move 
planning was required. The second positive comment I got about the rules was reassuring to me. I tried 
to make them as simple to understand as possible so anyone could pick up and play my game with 
player movement being like the rook from chess. 
C&D. The first issue I noticed after playing the game was the balancing issue with the doctor character 
moving first. It became too easy for him to win so an alteration to the rules must be made to preserve 



the balance. So to fix this I will have to doctor player move second instead of first. The second issue I 
noticed was another balancing issue with the map design, too much open spaces in key areas will lead to 
endless movement loops that I need to rectify with a few more blocks placed in key areas. The third 
issue I noticed but was not mentioned to me was the aesthetic layout of the map itself will lead to some 
movement issues, I plan to fix this in week four by making physical walls to limit player movements 
instead of just decorated spaces like now. The fourth issue I noticed was the lack of a “stalemate” 
clause. This issue I plan to address in week four as well by adding a new mechanic to play but increasing 
the draw outcome by not allowing a player to put himself in harm’s way. 
E. Luckily for me the games played through fine without any need for rule clarification. 

Detailed Rules for Players 

The Essentials 
 
 - Player movement is restricted to up, down, left, and right. No diagonal movement is allowed.     
   distance moved is not limited but players can only move in one direction per turn. 
 - Walls are established on map by white brick squares. The players cannot pass through these    
    and must stop movement upon forward contact with them. 
 - Player two controls Doctor Whodis and their goal is to reach the LARDIS. 
 - Player one controls the two Garlek pieces and their goal is to make contact with Doctor   
   Whodis. 
 - Player two moves first. 
 - After player two moves player one selects one of their pieces to move than moves accordingly. 
 - turns continue to rotate until either player two is makes it to the LARDIS or Player one makes  
   contact with player two 
 - The game ends when one of the players achieves their goal. 
 - A draw occurs if both players have 50 turns and neither accomplish their goal 
 - A draw will also occur if a player cannot move without placing themselves in immediate danger 
Startup and Victory conditions 
 -The game is setup by placing the game pieces on their labeled places on the map. G for the two 
 Garlek pieces, D for The Doctor, and L for the red Lardis Game piece. Once all pieces have been 
 placed a coin will be flipped and the winner of that toss will select their team. The Garleks have 
 the first move. A draw will occur if 50 turns pass and neither play has achieved their goal. The 
 Garleks must take the Doctor piece by making contact with it to win and the Doctor much reach 
 the Lardis to win. A sheet of paper is to keep track of turns is recommended but not required. A 
 draw will occur if a player cannot move without placing themselves in immediate danger 

Play Testers Stage 2 

I used 2 in person play testers for my game. My grandfather, Donald Wehking is an 83-year-old male 
who has been playing board games for most of his life. He would be part of my target audience because 
of his age and love of classic board games. My other test is my girlfriend Danielle Roath, she is an 18-
year-old female who also loves playing classic board games such as checkers and chess. 
 

Test Stage 2 Results 

Game 1 



  The game already feels more balanced to me at the point because of  
    slight change in who starts first. The strategic pressure is still there for  
    the Garlek player but not to the point of constant defeat as before 

 Though even with the updates if you don’t plan ahead you will lose as my 
    lovely assistant is finding out 

   An issue I suspected in the last series of testing has was questioned and  
    that was about the wall spaces. A clearer change to them will be made  
    to indicate they cannot be passed through 
Game 2 

  The changes made to the map layout were successful in limiting the  
      movement loop by the goal 

   The new changes created a catch system where the Doctor player could  
    risk getting trapped in order to get the opponent caught up in the walls  
    leading to an escape 

  The high risk high reward payed off. The new layout adds a new level of  
    strategy to use  
 



Test Stage 2 Reflection 

A&B. The first negative issue noticed was the aesthetic layout of the board. The walls lead to some 
confusions by my play tester to where her character could and could not move. To remedy this 
situation, I will add physical walls to my game board. The first positive comment I got was the 
improvements to the balance the game by having the player controlling the Garleks move first. The 
games lasted much longer and helped create more strategic use of the board by both players. I will keep 
this change for future versions of the game. The second positive comment I got was to the addition of 
additional walls to the map. As I suspected it created a more balanced experience and prevented 
endless player loops, this will definitely be kept for future versions of the game. The second negative 
issue I had was with keeping track of turns gone by. This is a simple remedy though by using a note pad 
and marking each time the two players move. I will add this recommendation to my rules section.   
C&D. The first issue noticed was the aesthetic of the board. The walls are not as clearly defined as they 
should be. I will remedy this issue by adding one inch square cubes to the board to represent the walls. 
The second issue noticed was with keeping track of turns gone by as the game progresses. To remedy 
this, I will recommend a piece of paper being used to keep track of turns in my rules section. The third 
issue I noticed was with players becoming trapped in a since. It became possible for the Doctor player to 
get stuck and unable to move without putting himself in danger. To fix this problem i will add a new 
stalemate mechanic to initiate a draw that will persuade players from trapping their opponent. 
The fourth issue I noticed was that my rules section was too cut and dry and so reworded them in a 
sentence below the bullet points so they can be read natural look a book instead of read like a summary 
as they were before.   
e. The detailed rules gave a much better explanation of the rules than prior that was easier to read. 
f. Luckily I had no issues again with understanding the rules as they are written. There was an issue with 
identifying the walls but that was with the aesthetics of the board and not the rules themselves 

DETAILED DESIGN & TESTING – ASSIGNMENT 4 

New Mechanic 

I have added two new mechanics to the game. The first is physical walls through one inch cubes to 
reduce confusion to players about where they can cannot move their pieces and the other mechanic is a 
stale mate rule to the game. If a player gets put in a position where they cannot move without placing 
themselves in immediate danger than the game ends in a draw. My flow chart is going to be placed 
where the old one was with the changes highlighted in blue 

Play Testers Stage 3 

My tester is my girlfriend Danielle Roath, she is an 18-year-old female who also loves playing classic 
board games such as checkers and chess. 

Test Stage 3 Results 

Game 1 



 The walls are clearly displayed in this picture and in future images. I feel 
      like they are a vast improvement to the visual design on the game 

 The added blocks from a different angle. 

 The recommended paper for tracking turns is clearly displayed here and 
    is very useful but does add a pause to the game to write turns down 
Game 2 

 The board from a different angle on game two. 

 Game two progressing nicely, this time I am the Doctor. 

 My moment of victory 
Game 3 

 This game I am the Garleks and she is determined to beat me 



 as I am determined not to let her win 

 But she tricked me and won =/ 
 
 
 

Test Stage 3 Reflection 

A&B. The first positive comment I received was about how much better the board layout looks with the 
blocks added to the map. So this leads me to believe that is was a good change and I will keep it for 
future versions of my game. The second positive comment I received was about the added game 
mechanic. The added rules about potential draws ad more balance to the game by making sure the 
Garleks carefully approach how they corner the Doctor and will be kept for future versions. The third 
positive comment was how the game feels more fairly balanced with the Garleks not feeling so at a 
disadvantage anymore with the rule changes I have made since my first versions of the game. The only 
negative comment was about using the paper to track turns. This slowed the game down but is not a 
game breaker, Impatient players should not use paper and just count their turns.  
 
   
C&D. I personally cannot identify any more issues in the game and will need to go through a series of 
first time testers, tissue testers to find more flaws in the game  
 
E. The new mechanics I added tied up some loose ends and balancing issues I had as well as added a 
more complete feeling layout of the map, the draw mechanic added makes it much less tempting to 
blindly rush the other player for fear of them forcing a draw while making the Garleks move first make 
the game much more balanced on game outcomes. The new block walls added a visual enhancement 
that will prevent any player movement confusion in the future.   
 
F. I never once had to explain the rules of the game even after adding the new rule it was read and 
understood fine from my detailed rules section 

Play Testers Stage 4 

I used 2 in person play testers for my game. My grandfather, Donald Wehking is an 83-year-old male 
who has been playing board games for most of his life. He would be part of my target audience because 
of his age and love of classic board games. My other test is my girlfriend Danielle Roath, she is an 18-
year-old female who also loves playing classic board games such as checkers and chess. 



Test Stage 4 Results 

Game1 

They both enjoy the new walls 

 He seems to have trapped her in her own starting area 

 I may want to open up the starting area for the Doctor more in future  
    versions 
Game2 

  Now they have switched roles for this game. 

 things are not looking good for her again 

 that’s two wins in a row for the clever old man 

Test Stage 4 Reflection 

A&B. The first positive comment received was about the visual improvements of the wall using blocks 
now instead of decorated squares on the map. This will definitely be continued in all versions going 
forward. The first issue that was mentioned to be was the height of the walls compared to the players. I 
think reduction of the walls height would make the experience better. 



C&D. 
 An issue I noticed was the Doctor’s starting area walls tend to trap the player and a map redesign 
removing the 3 blocks above and 3 below would help balance the game more for the players who decide 
to escape back into this area. Over all the play testers really enjoyed my game played several more 
games that was depicted in this document. 
E. The new draw mechanic added definitely has its improvements and I had noticed one of my testers 
attempting to use the draw dynamic to their advantage to avoid a loss during a test game. I plan to keep 
it around because it seems to help keep the game balanced. 
F. luckily for me my rules needed no explanation after being read and were completely understood 
without clarification.  

Final Reflection 

a. I learned that the review and report process is very tedious but also effective to seeing the 
changes the game makes and helps maintain new changes to the game that improve the overall 
product by giving you a document to reference while tweaking your rules, layout, and 
mechanics. 

b. I liked this process a lot. It was very useful when looking for new things to improve about my 
game. The tweak and rebalance approach of it very effective and I see now why it is used so 
much in this industry. 

c. I learned about the importance of note taking during the playtesting period and how players will 
always discover things you will never have noticed or considered when you designed your game.  
What did you learn about play testing?  

d. I feel like this class has been an accumulation of what I have learned in my past few design 
classes and put to the test without the use of maya or unity, just the core design component.  

 


